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local_playKRAKATOA - JAVA HELL04/12/2020local_playLASSIE08/12/2020local_playLEÃO ALB - WORKER WITHOUT PROBLEMS LEI11/12/2020local_playMARES CHINA15/12/2020local_playLORD JIM18/12/2020local_playMAYERLING22/12/2020local_playLINDAS, THE NAMES OF THE FETS25/12/2020local_playMEU IS
NINEMUM29/12/2020local_playLOIRAS, MORENAS AND RUIVAS01/01/2021 Although they have become very common worldwide, paid streaming services are not a reality of all people. Whether we're talking about lack of money or simply not liking the most famous streams, whether it's Netflix and Prime Video, many people don't
access paid services and prefer to watch online productions for free. But did you know that you have a way to do this without resorting to pirated and virus-filled websites? There are many streaming channels that are free and offer the most varied productions. To facilitate searching, we have separated the 8 best sites that offer this
service. In the list, there are from the most common and known, would be YouTube, to sites very different from traditional ones. Some sites offer content exclusively in English. Check out the list and learn a little more about what each of the sites offers! Voodoo Voodoo Movies On Us is one of the options for those looking for high quality
movies and TV shows: there are works available even in 4K. The site offers free content, but with a limited number of ads displayed during playback - it's good to keep in mind that when you watch. There's still some content that's paid for, so keep an eye out. One of the differences is that Vudu offers the option to download and run on
various devices, such as smart TVs, Blu-ray, consoles (Xbox One/S/X, PlayStation 3 and 4), streaming devices (Apple TV, Roku, Chromecast, etc.), Nvidia Shield, Android and iOS devices, Windows 10 and other devices. The interface is very intuitive and easy to use, in addition to the site provides information about each work, would be
the release date and, in the same session, the subtitle options. You need to sign in to track the content. Vudu Popcornfflix With classic movies and many other productions, Popcornfflix is another good option for those looking for free works, from movies and tv shows to funny videos that have gone viral on the internet. According to the
website itself, compelling documentaries, foreign films, original web series and a place featuring the brightest filmmakers of tomorrow are available. Easy to use, the site does not need login to access the content and is very intuitive. On testing, I noticed that some movies and series are not available on Brazilian territory, but others work
normally. Then, you may need to search for work that can be accessed. Popcornffllix Tubi With a pretty tvi TV offers more than 20,000 movies and TV shows. Without having to sign in (which is an advantage), the service can be used by categories, which can be very interesting to find the works that attract your attention the most. In
addition to running in the browser, Tubi also has an app, available for both Android and iOS, such as Amazon Fire and Roku. In the catalogue, you can find classic works and news. Tubi TV Kanopy Attention students, this site is for you! Kanopy offers a wide variety of productions and no ad serving. These are films, documentaries,
classical and independent cinema, as well as educational videos. The service is offered in partnership with public libraries and universities, in an ad-free experience that can be enjoyed on TV, mobile phone, tablet and online. Unfortunately, not all universities are registered - in a quick search, only the State University of Londrina appeared
as a result in Brazil. However, there is the option to request the partnership with filling out a form. So who knows how to contact the university or public library and show your interest in accessing Kanopy? Kanopy Plex Has already come out ahead of the list so far to provide the site in Portuguese. The service is not only a streaming
channel, but acts as a media center, with web programs, news and podcasts, in addition to series and movies. With the app available for download, in addition to running online, the site needs to create a login for access, but ensures that there is no fee in the service. There is the option to subscribe to the premium version, but there is a
wide variety in the free session as well. Some users have rated that the service is also great for organizing watched content, so it may be a good choice for those who need it. Plex Vimeo Vimeo was created in 2004 by a group of filmmakers who were looking for an easy way to share videos with their friends. The idea began to spread and
instantly a community of video creators began to flourish. Vimeo currently has over 175,000,000 creators worldwide. To use the free version, you must also use a login, but there are several categories available, which you can compensate. Categories include animation, documentaries, fashion, food, comedy and more. Vimeo is also
available online for download for macOS, iOS and Android. Vimeo Youtube Certainly, the best known of the sites of this Lisa, YouTube is the largest source of videos on the internet. Despite relying on the YouTube Movies platform (which is the link destination) for buying and renting successful movies, there are also some movies movies
on the free platform. Usually these are older works available on unofficial channels. Some say that there are classic movies that are also free on YouTube Movies, but I haven't found it (so if you want to search, you may be disappointed). Here, the tip gets to be a little closer to pirated sites, but theoretically, when you watch on YouTube,
the user is not in violation of any law because the copyright was not demanded by the manufacturer. Youtube Spcine Play Brazilian representative of the list, Spcine Play is the only public streaming platform in Brazil. According to the platform itself, the curator presented films of main shows and film festivals in São Paulo and the exclusive
content of the city's cultural program. These are shows, shows and performances, in addition to movies. The tip is special for those who enjoy Brazilian cinema. The service is available throughout Brazil and is free, but directs to another platform (Looke) at the time of viewing, which requires connection. Source: Net local_playKRAKATOA
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